CASH VISIBILITY
With FedCash® E-Manifest Service at the Federal Reserve

Cash Visibility is a multi-phase joint industry initiative bringing greater transparency and efficiency to cash supply chain logistics through a framework that identifies, tracks, and shares data about cash packages as they move between cash supply chain organizations.

Using supply chain logistics standards and concepts, FedCash Services, in collaboration with cash supply chain partners, developed Cash Visibility data standards. With Cash Visibility, cash supply chain participants will experience:

**Benefits through DIGITALIZATION**

- **Improved resiliency** through greater visibility of package contents and data sharing capabilities
- **Accelerated dock exchanges** using API technology to validate data exchanges and eliminate paper-based processes
- ‘**Going Green**’ by reducing dependency on paper deposit tickets and manifests
- **More efficient reconciliation** by leveraging electronic data
- **Future Automation Opportunities** such as expedited reporting and data leveraging for enhanced efficiencies

What is the FedCash E-Manifest Service?

The FedCash E-Manifest Service is the service product (API) that allows cash supply chain partners and the Federal Reserve to electronically process currency deposits and orders using industry supported data standards.
How it works

The FedCash E-Manifest API replaces the manual process of matching paper manifests for deposits and orders at Federal Reserve docks with a technology that enables scanning and an electronic exchange of data. With the FedCash E-Manifest Service, armored carriers, on behalf of their financial institution customers, can share and receive paperless information in real-time:

1. A digital E-Manifest is created and posted to the API
2. The digital E-Manifest is retrieved
3. Each bag is scanned and reconciled with the digital E-Manifest
4. An E-Receipt is issued and the transfer is completed

Get started today

FedCash E-Manifest is needed to do business with the Federal Reserve long-term and for modernizing the cash supply chain.

With FedCash E-Manifest automation, financial institutions, armored carriers, and retailers are provided with numerous efficiency opportunities and potential improvements to the business models.

Email the Federal Reserve

CVIndustry@frb.org

Learn more about Cash Visibility